ACROSS
1. Designer Vera
5. Temper tantrums
9. Gets wedding day cold feet
14. Instrument roughly 65 cm. long
15. "Typee" sequel
16. Fancy mushroom
17. "___ we forget"
18. Mama's Special Garden Sauce maker
19. Mobil's merger partner
20. Smashing success
23. Zazzle purchases
24. Covers with Charmin
25. Bus transfer loc.
28. Preschooler, quaintly
31. "Why ___ we doing this?"
32. Cheeky flesh
33. Like blown out candles
34. Somewhat
35. Carbon compound
36. Fancy dress feature
39. Diaper spot
40. Someone you might be mistaken for
41. Stand-up comic Lange
42. Prefix with "while"
43. Drinking sound
44. NBA star nicknamed "The Black Mamba"
45. Former Ottoman title
46. Zazzle purchase
47. "I'm not providing, you drunks!"
48. Retooled vehicle that crushes cars
53. Muslim's headcover
54. Meat with eggs
55. Casper Smart's GF

DOWN
1. Moon howler
2. ___ Tesfaye (singer who goes by The Weeknd)
3. Prying
4. "Check your work!"
5. Space out, say
6. Computers with Fusion Drives
7. Deli order
8. Don Cornelius's TV show
9. Blows raspberries
10. '80s band whose name is a phonetic spelling of a phrase meaning "too much"
11. Fish for breakfast
12. Ring decision
13. Stealing, e.g.
16. Fancy mushroom
17. "___ we forget"
18. Mama's Special Garden Sauce maker
19. Mobil's merger partner
20. Smashing success
23. Zazzle purchases
24. Covers with Charmin
25. Bus transfer loc.
28. Preschooler, quaintly
31. "Why ___ we doing this?"
32. Cheeky flesh
33. Like blown out candles
34. Somewhat
35. Carbon compound
36. Fancy dress feature
39. Diaper spot
40. Someone you might be mistaken for
41. Stand-up comic Lange
42. Prefix with "while"
43. Drinking sound
44. NBA star nicknamed "The Black Mamba"
45. Former Ottoman title
46. Zazzle purchase
47. "I'm not providing, you drunks!"
48. Retooled vehicle that crushes cars
53. Muslim's headcover
54. Meat with eggs
55. Casper Smart's GF